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Everlasting summer ending guide

Written by Utente335 / Nov 11, 2017 This is a detailed guide to all the endings in the game. There are diagrams for each day as well as for each character. The game contains 5 main character stories (routes) and 3 special stories, with 14 different endings. Some of the choices you make
will assign a score (either positive or negative) to either route. If you collect at least 6 points for a particular route on day 5, then you can play that route. Each route has a good and bad ending. You get a good end if the final score is at least 9, the end is bad if the final score is between 6 and
8. The Miku and Yulya routes have no score, you just have to choose all the correct options to open them, but only after completing another ending (see the details in the diagram below). Here are all the detailed diagrams for options in the game, grouped by day. A node with a character
icon indicates that the selection affects the route of the related character. There may be numbers indicating a set score for that route (green if positive, red if negative). Color nodes show the girl where the scene was. Colored arrows indicate which choices you should make to achieve a
specific result. Below is a list of all options that affect a particular route. The first circle number on the left indicates the associated selection score (green if positive, red if negative), and next to it a gray number indicates the maximum score obtained for the route at that point in the story. This
is one special route, you have to complete at least one positive end (Semyon, Slavya, Ulyana, Alisa or Lena) to open the Miku route. After that, play again the game selecting all the options listed here, and the Miku route will begin. This is one of the special routes, you have to complete all
the positive ends (Semyon, Slavya, Ulyana, Alisa and Lena), and also the end of Miku, to open the Yulya route. After that, play again the game selecting all the options listed here, and the Yulya route will begin. Here are some stats about the game: Games: Everlasting Summer Everlasting
Summer All Endings By Ultralavaboy This guide will help you get all the CG and end up in Everlasting Summer The numbers on the right of the option represent the relationship points you earn or lose from your choice. You need 9 or more relationship points to get a Good Ending, 6-8 points
for a Bad End, and anything less will result in Semyon Ending. The left number is the point of your relationship obtained or lost, while the exact number is your total. for example: (+0)(6), (-2)(4), (-1)(5), (+1)(7), (+2)(8)Finished creating a guide on: Friday, January 25, 2019If I have made a
mistake or you are having problems, please provide me in comments Strategy Guide / Walkthrough / FAQ Corey Feldman Interview Get Get Get The PC Game Coach in Cheat Happens Steam successfully completes the task shown to unlock the appropriate achievements. To view your
achievements and stats on Steam, select Community, My profile, View all my games, then games and view statistics. ??? end: Get ??? Ends. Alisa, bad ending: Get Alisa's bad ending. Alisa, good ending: Get alisa a good ending. Collector: Open all harem end images: Get the end of the
Harem. Lena, bad ending: Get Lena's bad ending. Lena, good ending: Get a good ending Lena. End of Miku: Get the end of Miku. Semyon, bad ending: Get Semyon's bad end. Semyon, good ending: Get a good ending Semyon. Slavya, bad ending: Get a bad end Slavya. Slavya, good
ending: Get a good end Slavya. Ulyana, bad ending: Get Ulyana's bad end. Ulyana, good ending: Get a good end ulyana. Well, the title says it all. This article is dedicated to the original Russian visual novel Everlasting Summer, especially, for all the end games. It's clear that this article is
full of spoilers, so don't read it if you want to finish the whole story without a clue! Seriously, stop reading now because even subtitles are spoilers here. Okay, if you're still here you might just want to reveal a different finale or find an answer. Developer Everlasting Summer is a pretty good
person because even they can't answer all the questions. So here we just want to introduce the facts with a little guess about the game world and its mysteries. But it really depends on you to believe us or not. It's time to start! We divide the article into sections each about a particular
character and its endings. Sections can contain one or two finals as well as alternate endings of the mod. Semyon As you probably know, Semyon is the main protagonist of Everlasting Summer. He was an ordinary man with a small apartment and a beloved computer, but suddenly traveled
back in time and turned into a pioneer on the USSR. Semyon's adventures in a pioneer camp called Sovionok were about dialogue with locals, especially, girls. The regular end is dedicated to these girls, but players can get semyon finals too. To do so, you just have to fail in all social
interactions. In the camp, Semyon meets Pioneer, his clone of an alternate reality. One of them - «evil» Pioneer - claims that there is no way out of a series of infinite adventures in Sovionok. Another man - «good» Pioneer - expects that Semyon can leave this cycle. On the last day a
mysterious voice asks the protagonist to follow suit. The right end depends on your decision to listen to the sound or not. Semyon has a good and bad ending: A good ending - don't listen to the sound. If you refuse to follow the voice of our hero will return home by bus and resume ordinary
life. But some time later an anonymous «friend» erased Semyon's memories hinting that it was not the end. Finally, the protagonist decides to fulfill the friends and start a new round this cycle. Perhaps, it was the best edging for the first run. Bad ending - listen to the sound. If you follow the
voice, everything will be a stranger. Semyon proceeds into the forest but suddenly falls unconscious in this finale. Dan... That's the end of it. The developer states that Semyon's poor finale means the protagonist transforms into Pioneer and creates another alternative version of Sovionok.
But here we don't get any answers or clues about the other end. Slavya Unlike the end of semyon, the last scene of almost every girl relies on points. You have to get at least 6 points to open up a bad ending from a certain girl and at least 9 points to get a good version. For a detailed guide
including points and instructions on how to get all the endings check out other articles about the game, especially, «Everlasting Summer: Guide». Here we will only describe the final part of each story. Both of Slavya's endings are funny and quiet, without arguing or trouble. Semyon will
spend more time with this girl; protect him and their feelings from adults in the camp etc. Perhaps, that's what's most rewarding for Semyon's route as he becomes more confident and mature during his adventures with Slavya. Here we have two endings as well: A good end - get at least 9

points. In this version, the protagonist reveals his true nature and tells Slavya that he is from the future. The pioneer returns home by bus where the girl finally believes in Semyon's story and accepts her feelings. As you can understand, our hero goes back in time, but with a whole new
worldview. Semyon begins to enjoy his life and eventually meets Slavya in «this reality». Bad end - get at least 6 points. Everything is similar to the previous ending, but Semyon does not tell his beloved girl about time travel. Our son also returned home and changed his mind. Semyon turns
into a handsome man with good habits. There's only one difference. The key meeting with Slavya did not take place in the «real» world. Amway, this route is still sweet. Ulyana Ulyana is the youngest girl of the characters with her own ending. That's the way the route doesn't include sexual
scenes, not even expecting! It's about real friendship, help, and funny tricks. Semyon with Ulyana will scare off other pioneers, escape from adults, watch movies at night and suffer house arrest. Ulyana's end includes both good and bad versions: A good ending - get at least 9 points.
Semyon tries to protect Ulyana and visits her to entertain. The friends entered the bus together in a good mood and fell asleep. Then Semyon recovered in his apartment, decided to new life and back to college. Then she meets a freshman who is someone else, like the grown-up Ulyana.
Bad end - get at least 6 points. The regular bad end girls are all similar. In this one, Ulyana remains under house arrest and Semyon returns home alone. In In the world, he also began to learn again. But similar to the route Slavya no meeting with the girl of choice. However, it's a bit sad.
Alisa Alisa is the most favorite character for all fans. Her story features a love triangle with Semyon and Lena. From the dialogue with the player Alisa can reveal that her friendship with Lena is an illusion and she feels flawed. After an important choice between the girls, Semyon will spend
the night with Alisa. Drunken sex and drunkenness distinguish this route from others. Here players can find a regular end and alternative one: A good end – get at least 9 points. Semyon and Alisa had to leave the camp on foot because all the other pioneers went by bus. The protagonist
argues a lot with his lover but eventually admits his feelings. Suddenly the bus appeared and took our partner. Then Semyon returned home, started a new life and so on. Inspired by Alisa she became a cool rock musician and met her camp's mature love at concerts. A good end alternative
– get at least 9 points. Many Everlasting Summer fans idolize Alisa. That's why one of the developers created an alternative finale for him. In «real» life Semyon decided to hire a guitarist for his band. He met an anonymous musician who - surprise! Alisa. The girl remembers everything
about the camp and her love. The couple are reunited... Yes, fans are completely dissatisfied. Bad end - get at least 6 points. Long story short, Semyon failed to acknowledge his love. Alisa ignores all attempts to make a fight, regrets the night before and leaves Semyon alone. In the regular
world, we also see semyon's band at concerts, but without Alisa. Lena The story of this introvert girl is similar to Alisa's route. If Semyon spends more time with Lena then she will discover the hidden aspect of the girl's image. Lena is so shy, she's afraid to show her true feelings. But with a
loved one, this girl can be very confident, expressive and even angry! On Lena's route, the main hero stays in the camp after all the pioneers leave him. Both finals stories blow minds and are completely different from regular endings: A good ending - get at least 9 points. Our partner had
sex in a vacated camp, but suddenly Semyon woke up the day before and realized that it was a beautiful dream. However, her relationship with Lena is still good. Heroes enter the bus, but another surprise awaits here. Semyon didn't go back to his world, instead of this, he stayed on the
USSR! The couple grew up, married and created a family. From then on we witnessed the happy lives of Semyon, Lena, and their children... It's pretty unusual, huh? Bad ending - get Nine points. Prepare yourself, this finale is going to be cruel. Many fans including us cried and fell into
depression after this end. After having sex with Lena Semyon got into a fight with the girl and left her. Ready to go back home The hero waits for Lena, but she's late. In his cabin Semyon found Lena covered in blood with a slit wrist. The bus takes Semyon's heartbreak back in reality where
he repeats Lena's suicide. Well, this ending is an illusion as well as everything else except the Yulya final. The Miku Miku route has only one end featuring dreams, horrors, and total madness. Get ready for a crazy plot bend. During the 4th day Semyon traveled to the mine shaft alone and
lost consciousness there. Suddenly, our hero reveals that he is a regular student screenwriter who films in an abandoned pioneer camp. All familiar characters are also students or colleagues Semyon and Miku is his former lover, Masha. Semyon and Masha reunite in such a romantic place,
they love each other on the beach and fall asleep in the cabin. The next day the couple returned to a real or non-real camp on the USSR. Things get weird and wild when the pioneers find Slavya slaughtered. From this moment the game turns into a literal horror with zombies, predatory
insects, maniacs and crazy alter-ego Lena. After several escapes and fights, Semyon with Masha escapes from the monster and falls asleep. The dream is over and the hero recovers on the beach. Semyon realizes that he's in his own scenario. Overwhelmed boy understands that he loves
Masha, happy end! But remember that this final is an illusion similar to the previous ending. Also, such a strange route was originally a mod one, but the developer decided to add it to the original game. This explains all the weirdness of the story. Yulya This hidden character is a cat-girl,
Semyon's fictional alter-ego. Players can open the Yulya finals after completing each good finish. If Semyon enters the mine tunnel alone he'll find Yulya there. The girl revealed that she remembers every week at the camp and every semyon appearance here. The next morning a hometown
of our hero appeared on the horizon. Semyon and all the girls including Yulya try to reach the city, but the last resort awaits them. This route has a different ending with no division between good and bad: the end of Yulya - back to camp. If Semyon accepts Yulya's offer after all the other girls
also return then you will return to the vacated camp. The couple only lived there and enjoyed each other when the Pioneers showed up. An alternative version of the main hero reveals that something is wrong, so they want to go back to the real world. Semyon, Yulya, and the Pioneers
boarded a bus and left the camp. In his dream, Semyon met a supernatural entity that we call «meta-Semyon». This creature reveals all the mysteries of the camp, claiming that Yulya is our hero's alter-ego and Semyon after his world adventure. Here you can choose which girl including
Yulya (sic!) to wake up. The summer sun shines when Semyon wakes up with his love... Many fans rate this end as a real one. But it's not. Semyon Semyon in a world of ideal illusions. For example, she can choose Yulya as the girl she wants, but a few seconds before «meta-Semyon»
claims that Yulya is not real at all! Also, Semyon begins his journey in the winter and wakes up with a girl in the summer. Sad, but it is true that yulya's end is not real and not yet final. Harem's over - move on to town. If you want to reveal one true final be sure to keep moving. A bus with all
the girls and adults from the camp will show up. Semyon fell asleep as usual, but in her apartment remembers every good ending before! The stunned boy tries to realize what happens when all the grown girls excluding Yulya - really, he's only in Semyon's head - show up at the door. The
girls reveal that they have their own version of Sovionok, but Semyon weakens this trap. Slavya, Ulyana, Alisa, Lena, and Miku connect their camp and return to the real world. All the characters decide to solve the mysteries of time travel and alternate realities together. And yes, the end of
this story is the only real one, but it doesn't even answer all the questions. Try to reveal the secrets of Everlasting Summer and create your own version of events! Events!
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